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The Universe Has Your Back
Transform Fear Into Faith
'My commitment with this book is to wake up as
many people as possible to their connection to faith
and joy. In that connection, we can be guided to our
true purpose: to be love and spread love. These
words can no longer be cute buzz phrases that we
merely post on social media. Rather, these words
must be our mission. The happiness, safety and
security we long for lies in our commitment to love.'
Through acceptance, surrender and a commitment
to her continually evolving spiritual path, New York
Times bestselling author and international speaker
Gabrielle Bernstein has been transforming her fear
into faith. Her stories and universal lessons provide a
framework for releasing the blocks to what everyone
most longs for: happiness, security and clear
direction. These lessons can help us relinquish the
need to control in order to relax into a sense of
certainty and freedom - to stop chasing life and truly
live. Ride the swell of your energy and true power to
find strength when you are down, synchronicity and
support when you are lost, safety in the face of
uncertainty, and joy in what might otherwise be pain.
Bernstein has secrets to reveal, and she is
determined to unleash the presence of your power
with the comforting knowledge that the Universe has
your back.
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Traditional Chinese edition of A Return to Love:
Reflections on the Principles of "A Course in
Miracles," Marianne Williamson's perpetual
bestseller. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
We present 36 most famous last words to
contemplate on and color them joyfully. Death
should not be associated with fear and grief. Most of
the famous last words prove that, death is just a
transition from material world to the world of spirits.
?????????????????????????????????“??”????????
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Shows how to tap into the soul's innate abilities that
we all yearn for and need -- and that are ready and
waiting for us -- to live our best lives and responsibly
serve others How would your life be different if you
knew that you had the private phone number of the
wisest, truest, most loving adviser possible? If you
knew that your every thought, word, and action might
be guided to help you and others? MaryAnn DiMarco
shows that this kind of dream is ready to be realized
by all of us. From a very young age, DiMarco began
hearing, seeing, and feeling Spirit and developing
spiritual practices and skills, including meditation,
intuition, and channeling. She has since shared
these skills with others, teaching and mentoring
thousands. Crucial to DiMarco's teaching is the idea
that everyone has a universal team of spirit guides
and the innate ability to communicate with them. In
Medium Mentor, she shares how to awaken and use
these latent gifts. Through a series of easy-to-use
techniques, readers learn to: recognize, access, and
use intuition translate the signs and symbols that
abound in everyday life ask for guidance, believe in
it, and act on it bypass ego and fear maintain
boundaries while connecting with others Regardless
of what we call the universal energy DiMarco
describes -- insight from beings on the other side,
God, Source, light, or simply the universe -- tapping
into it is irrefutably life-changing. Best of all, when we
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do so, we not only enhance our own lives but also
build bridges of love and connection that are
incalculably diffusive and beneficial to the world at
large.
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[Be your own Manifestation Superstar] Are you trying
ways to manifest your desire? Have you try
manifestation with Scripting? Try it now with our
Manifestation workbook with clear steps given. It
Works! Trust me! I've been through this. And there is
a strong message to me to share with you all! Also,
1111 is an angel number to successful
manifestation. You are connected now! * Be positive
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in what you manifest as it works like magic without
even you realizing it! * Be always grateful for what
you have. Safekeep this Journal. I believe you will
lead a happy enjoyabe life with peace. LIve with your
courage and confidence and embrace your
everyday. Perfect gift for yourself, family and friends.
Various designs to choose from: Manifest Your
Dream Life Love Yourself Attract Your Love Law of
Attraction - Manifestation Law of Attraction - Believe
It Listen ... The Universe is Talking to You Control
Your Own Destiny Infinite Success She Believe She
Could So She Did Dare to Dream & Manifest It Just
Click The Moon Messenger Please Note: 1. Cover is
designed with minimal sheen and a subtle, polished
Matte look. 2. Interior paper is made from 30% postconsumer waste recycled material as a part to
protect the environment.
Traditional Chinese edition of Brene Brown's The Gifts of
Imperfection: Let Go of Who You Think Youre Supposed
to Be and Embrace Who You Are.
The Universe Has Your Back. Believe me when I tell
you. In this book, The Universe Has Your Back
Everyday!, You'll get 52 uplifting and inspiring quotes to
get you through the year in good spirits whilst
remembering that The Universe Has Your Back! What's
Inside The Universe Has Your Back Book 52 Beautiful
Colorful Illustrated Phrases like: * Thoughts become
things [The Universe Has Your Back!] * Follow your
dreams they know the way [The Universe Has Your
Back!] * Do your best [The Universe Has Your Back!] *
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Smiles are always in fashion. [The Universe Has Your
Back!] * New Mindset, New Results [The Universe Has
Your Back!] * Everyday is a chance to be better [The
Universe Has Your Back!] * Be kind, fair and true and all
of these things will come back to you [The Universe Has
Your Back!] * Think Less, Do More [The Universe Has
Your Back!] * Good Vibes Only [The Universe Has Your
Back!] Get The Universe Has Your Back Everyday
Paperback book now!
“Gabrielle is the real thing. I respect her work
immensely.” —Dr. Wayne Dyer “A new role model.” —The
New York Times “I came to one of Bernstein’s monthly
lectures and got my first look at the woman I’d one day
unabashedly refer to as ‘my guru.’” —Elle From #1 New
York Times bestselling author Gabrielle Bernstein comes
a clear, proactive, step-by-step process to release the
beliefs that hold you back from living a better life. This sixstep practice offers many promises. Petty resentments
will disappear, compassion will replace attack, the
energy of resistance will transform into freedom and
you’ll feel more peace and happiness than you’ve ever
known. I can testify to these results because I’ve lived
them. I’ve never felt more freedom and joy than I have
when writing and practicing these steps. My commitment
to healing my own relationship to judgment has changed
my life in profound ways. My awareness of my judgment
has helped me become a more mindful and conscious
person. My willingness to heal these perceptions has set
me free. I have been able to let go of resentments and
jealousies, I can face pain with curiosity and love, and I
forgive others and myself much more easily. Best of all, I
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have a healthy relationship to judgment so that I can
witness when it shows up and I can use these steps to
quickly return to love. The Judgment Detox is an
interactive six-step process that calls on spiritual
principles from the text A Course in Miracles, Kundalini
yoga, the Emotional Freedom Technique (aka Tapping),
meditation, prayer and metaphysical teachings. I’ve
demystified these principles to make them easy to
commit to and apply in your daily life. Each lesson builds
upon the next to support true healing. When you commit
to following the process and become willing to let go,
judgment, pain and suffering will begin to dissolve. And
the miracles will keep coming. Once you begin to feel
better you start to release your resistance to love. The
more you practice these steps, the more love enters into
your consciousness and into your energetic vibration.
When you’re in harmony with love, you receive more of
what you want. Your energy attracts its likeness. So
when you shift your energy from defensive judgment to
free-flowing love your life gets awesome. You’ll attract
exactly what you need, your relationships will heal, your
health will improve and you’ll feel safer and more
secure. One loving thought at a time creates a miracle.
Follow these steps to clear all blocks, spread more love
and live a miraculous life.
Now in tradepaper: New York Times best-selling author
offers simple prayers, affirmations, and exercises to
support readers in releasing old thought systems and
fears, and a return to peace. Through acceptance,
surrender, and a commitment to her continually evolving
spiritual path, New York Times best-selling author and
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international speaker Gabrielle Bernstein has been
transforming her fear into faith. Her stories and universal
lessons provide a framework for releasing the blocks to
what everyone most longs for: happiness, security, and
clear direction. These lessons can help us relinquish the
need to control in order to relax into a sense of certainty
and freedom--to stop chasing life and truly live. Ride the
swell of your energy and true power to find strength
when you are down, synchronicity and support when you
are lost, safety in the face of uncertainty, and joy in what
might otherwise be pain. Bernstein has secrets to reveal,
and she is determined to unleash the presence of your
power with the comforting knowledge that the Universe
has your back.
The The Universe Has Your Back: The Classic, Unique,
Blank, Motivational Notebook is a beautifully produced,
matte blank notebook, complete with 110 pages of
unlined white paper which is ideal for those who want to
write down their everyday goals, thoughts that come to
mind, book ideas or just reminders. It is suitable for
anyone and would make the perfect gift for birthdays,
anniversaries or anything else, to be used for: School
work At university or college At work At home On the
move Or just about anywhere Writing down our deepest
thoughts and returning to them when doubt creeps in,
can help to keep us motivated when we need it most.
With the The Universe Has Your Back: The Classic,
Unique, Blank, Motivational Notebook you have
something that can be carried easily and will help you to
maintain your inspiration wherever you may be.
Specifications: Cover Finish: Matte Dimensions: 6" x 9"
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(15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior: Blank, White Paper, Unlined
Pages: 110 Stay Positive And Motivated When
Negativity Seems To Be All Around! Perfect for personal
use, or for your whole office. Get yours today!
The transformational companion journal based on #1
New York Times bestselling author Gabrielle Bernstein’s
new book Judgment Detox. In Judgment Detox,
Gabrielle Bernstein explains how judgment—both being
judged and judging others—is at the core of our
discomfort. While it’s powerful, judgment isn’t
complicated. It’s simply a separation from oneness. The
moment we see ourselves as separate we detour into a
false belief system that is out of alignment with our true
nature. That separation, often a reflection of our own
insecurities projected onto others, keeps us feeling
alienated and alone. The Judgment Detox Journal allows
you to follow the step-by-step program outlined in the
book Judgment Detox and chronicle a path to releasing
the beliefs holding you back from living a better life. The
journal follows the 6 steps in the Judgment Detox, with
guided prompts for reflection around each specific
theme. You will complete exercises in acceptance and
self-forgiveness; guided meditations; as well as complete
a 30-day tapping practice, tracking your Emotional
Freedom Technique (EFT) and reflecting on tapping
through judgment. With check-in sections, you will have
ample opportunity to track and celebrate your success.
Filled with encouragement and insight from Gabrielle,
this step-by-step journal offers a path to true healing,
oneness, and a deeper connection to the universe and
those around us.
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Thoughts are the basic premise of how you attract the
life you desire. One must not forget to coincide with the
entire being as the truth is—you feel your life into
existence. The universe is a large orgasmic energy,
which is elated, aroused, and is creative and generative.
When you embody this exuberance, the process of
attracting what you desire in your life speeds up. The
question is, do you desire to live like a robot on automode? Or, do you have the mettle to take the reins of
your life in your hands and become the magician,
experiencing the ecstasy as your every thought unfolds
in front of your eyes? In Orgasmic Universe, you will
learn to put together the missing pieces of the puzzle
that are still holding you back. As you awaken this vigor,
all areas of your life—money, relationships, work, health,
and happiness—will take the beautiful form you wish. You
will not only be more present, involved, intuitive and
stimulated with every existing moment but life will be
orgasmic.
???????????????????????????
???10????????????????????? ?
?????????????????????????????? ?
????????????????????????????? ?
??Crown?????????????????????????? ?
?????????????? ?
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????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? Amazon??Akamai
Okole? ??????????????????????????????????????????
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The Universe Has Your BackHow to Feel Safe and Trust
Your Life No Matter What
"What blocks our joy is our separation from love." Gabrielle Bernstein "The moment you realign with love
and stop relying on your own strength, clear direction will
be presented." - Gabrielle Bernstein "Every word we say
and every image we see symbolizes either love or fear."
- Gabrielle Bernstein "Running from fear is like running
around a track. You'll inevitably wide up back in the
same place again and again until you truly accept it." Gabrielle Bernstein "The moment you embrace your
peace within and surrender the outcome is the moment
that the Universe can truly get to work." - Gabrielle
Bernstein What You Will Learn From Reading This
Book? You will learn that happiness can be achieved if
you leave your worries behind and trust the Universe to
take care of things. Not that you shouldn't try or work at
it, but when you have done your best, leave the rest to
be handled by the higher power. You will see there are
many reasons humans react the way they do, and how
negativity can pervade our daily lives if we're not careful.
You can learn to recognize and avoid the stresses and
worry which can ruin your day. You will learn you cannot
do it alone, you must trust in the higher power to help.
***Don't miss Gabrielle Bernstein's eye-opening book,
"The Universe Has Your Back: Transform Fear to Faith."
Bernstein speaks from experience and from the heart in
helping guide the reader to follow the path of love in their
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life. Absorb all of her wisdom with this summary today!***
Book Summary OverviewWith her own life lessons and
struggles, as well as stories from clients and friends,
Gabrielle Bernstein teaches the reader to trade fear for
love. Through a general view of a personal higher being,
she leads with love without stepping on religious ground.
Connection to the higher power through love, the greater
good, and the individual's pursuit of enlightenment are
her goals with this book. Much time is spent on how
humans process emotions and default to fear. Bernstein
believes everything in life is represented in either fear or
love. Further, she stresses we have the choice to
determine which road we will take. Several example
situations exemplify this difficult path and how the
individuals conquered their fears with acceptance and
love. She offers links to her website with specific prayers
and meditations for those who wish for such guidance
and encourages the reader to find their own path to
peace. The main theme of the book is to endeavor to
respond to everything in life with love instead of fear; and
to surrender all the negativity, goals, and problems to the
Universe. Click Buy Now with 1-Click to Own Your Copy
Today!
???????????,???????????????:??????????????????????
????????????????
????????,??????,????;?????????,?????????,??????????
???......
The Universe Has Your Back: Transform Fear into Faith
(2016) by Gabrielle Bernstein is a non-fiction book
designed to help readers recognize that their innate
nature is one of love, not fear. Everybody occasionally
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confronts obstacles to experiencing the transcendent
force of love, whether they call this force the Universe,
God, spirit, or consciousness...Purchase this in-depth
analysis to learn more.
The Universe Has Your Back: A Complete Summary
'The Universe Has Your Back' opens with Bernstein's
short intro. As a teenager, she had problems with
depression. Her mother was a hippie and yogi, and she
coached Bernstein into the habit of meditation. During
one session, she experienced a blanket of peace, filled
with loving energy, tingling in her body. But because she
failed to constantly practice meditation and draw power
from it, she succumbed to drugs and alcohol and soon
hit rock bottom.However, she knew that she needed a
way out of those habits, so she started practicing
meditation and mantra. Since that day, Bernstein has
been on a spiritual journey. She wanted to empower her
relationship with the true source of love. She says that
some people call this God, a spirit, a truth, or a
consciousness. Some people simply refer to this as The
Universe. Here, she states that pursuing this connection
to love needs to be a personal commitment for each
person to make. She also felt that the root of all
unhappiness is in not seeing where true happiness
exists. Some people try to find happiness in material
things. Some try to find it in religion without properly
understanding the religion and things they say when they
pray. Others turn to meditation and try to connect
themselves with their inner being. The most important
connection that each person needs to discover, accept,
and maintain is connection with the true source of love.
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Only when we return to our true source we will find true
happiness, joy, and true love. To be continued...Here Is
A Preview of What You Will Get: A summarized version
of the book. You will find the book analyzed to further
strengthen your knowledge. Fun multiple-choice
quizzes, along with answers to help you learn about the
book. Get a copy, and learn everything about The
Universe Has Your Back.
- A WARM AND REFRESHING SPIRITUAL HUG YOUR WAY TO EVERLASTING LOVE AND PEACE YOUR GUIDE TO A BEAUTIFUL LIFE - RECONNECT
TO THE POWER OF THE UNIVERSE - SPECIFIC
PRAYERS, MEDITATIONS AND TIPS REVEALED The
message of "The Universe has Your Back by Gabrielle
Bernstein" is that there is extraordinary power and
infinite help available from the universe which the
universe is eager to make available to you. To receive
this power, however, you must be open and acceptant
and you must be in constant love and constantly practice
being love. This will eliminate fear from your life as fear
cannot exist in an environment permeated with love. The
book goes on further to give you all the tips you need on
how to find love within yourself; how to be informed by
love and not by fear; how to accept the light which is
inside you; and how the light inside you can light up the
world (as we are all interconnected to each other and
then collectively to the universe). Delivered in a wise,
caring and encouraging tone, "The Universe has Your
Back by Gabrielle Bernstein" provides you with
everything you need to start changing your life in a
positive way. But here's the open secret: you must say
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the prayers and practice the meditations revealed in the
book. If you do, miracles will start happening in your life
and you will be amazed! You will find your peace and
love and you will be grateful that you followed through. In
sum, the book is an incredibly valuable book and
precisely the warm and refreshing spiritual hug you've
been needing all this while. This is a summary and guide
to the main book. This summary is well-researched and
well-written. All the essential points in the main book are
carefully extracted and presented to you (in this
summary) so you can access them in a time-efficient and
cost-efficient manner. But note that this summary is
meant to be a companion, not a replacement, to the
main book. So read this summary before or after reading
the main book itself. The universe truly has your back.
To find out how and to be finally immersed in love and
find your peace, BUY THIS BOOK NOW!
"Gabrielle Bernstein teaches readers how to transform
their fear into faith in order to live a divinely guided life"-- A WARM AND REFRESHING SPIRITUAL HUG YOUR WAY TO EVERLASTING LOVE AND PEACE YOUR GUIDE TO A BEAUTIFUL LIFE - RECONNECT
TO THE POWER OF THE UNIVERSE - SPECIFIC
PRAYERS, MEDITATIONS AND TIPS REVEALED The
message of "The Universe has Your Back by Gabrielle
Bernstein" is that there is extraordinary power and
infinite help available from the universe which the
universe is eager to make available to you. To receive
this power, however, you must be open and acceptant
and you must be in constant love and constantly practice
being love. This will eliminate fear from your life as fear
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cannot exist in an environment permeated with love. The
book goes on further to give you all the tips you need on
how to find love within yourself; how to be informed by
love and not by fear; how to accept the light which is
inside you; and how the light inside you can light up the
world (as we are all interconnected to each other and
then collectively to the universe). Delivered in a wise,
caring and encouraging tone, "The Universe has Your
Back by Gabrielle Bernstein" provides you with
everything you need to start changing your life in a
positive way. But here's the open secret: you must say
the prayers and practice the meditations revealed in the
book. If you do, miracles will start happening in your life
and you will be amazed! You will find your peace and
love and you will be grateful that you followed through. In
sum, the book is an incredibly valuable book and
precisely the warm and refreshing spiritual hug you've
been needing all this while. This is a summary and guide
to the main book. The universe truly has your back. To
find out how and to be finally immersed in love and find
your peace, BUY THIS BOOK NOW!
The Universe Has Your Back: This is a lined notebook.
Specifications: Interior: White Paper, lined120
PagesDimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm)It is
suitable for women, men, children, it for anyone and
would make the perfect gift for birthdays, anniversaries
or anything else.
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** NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! ** Ready to take
the next step toward living in alignment with the
Universe? The #1 New York Times best-selling author of
The Universe Has Your Back shows you how. In Super
Attractor, Gabrielle Bernstein lays out the essential steps
for living in alignment with the Universe--more fully than
you've ever done before. "I've always known that there is
a nonphysical presence beyond my visible sight," Gabby
writes. "All my life I've intuitively tuned in to it and used it
as a source for good. . . . What we call it is irrelevant.
Connecting to it is imperative." Super Attractor is a
manifesto for making that connection and marrying your
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spiritual life with your day-to-day experience. In these
pages, you'll learn to: * Move beyond dabbling in your
practice, when it's convenient, to living a spiritual life all
the time * Take practical steps to create a life filled with
purpose, happiness, and freedom * Feel a sense of awe
each day as you witness miracles unfold * Release the
past and live without fear of the future * Tap into the
infinite source of abundance, joy, and well-being that is
your birthright * Bring more light to your own life and the
world around you This book is a journey of remembering
where your true power lies. You'll learn how to co-create
the life you want. You'll accept that life can flow, that
attracting is fun, and that you don't have to work so hard
to get what you want. Most important, you'll feel good.
And when you feel good, you'll give off a presence of joy
that can elevate everyone around you. After reading this
book, you will know how to fulfill your function: to be a
force of love in the world.
The Universe Has Your Back: Transform Fear into Faith
(2016) by Gabrielle Bernstein is a non-fiction book
designed to help readers recognize that their innate
nature is one of love, not fear. Everybody occasionally
confronts obstacles to experiencing the transcendent
force of love, whether they call this force the Universe,
God, spirit, or consciousness... Purchase this in-depth
summary to learn more.
A collection of words and images designed to bring
spiritual guidance and inspiration.

The world's best-selling one million books, more than
thousands of parents' testimonials, the UK's most
popular super nanny, teaches novice parents the
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easiest, handy, and effective satisfying baby
parenting secret! Distinguish the different reactions
between hungry, tired, and uncomfortable baby.
Establish a good feeding and sleeping pattern that
conforms to the baby's natural rhythm. Make
planning adjustments according to the different
needs and ages of each baby. Features of this book:
With more than 20 years of experience, he has
accompanied thousands of babies and their parents
through the trough of parenting. The super nanny
appointed by the British political and business
celebrities will give each other satisfaction for the
Baby while providing work and rest!
Gay Hendricks is a great role model for true
success. He enjoys abundance and a deep
connection with his own spiritual essence, and at the
same time has lived for three decades in a thriving
marriage. Now, he shows us how to do it for
ourselves. Mark Victor Hansen, co-author of
Cracking the Millionaire Code In The Big Leap, Gay
Hendricks, the New York Times bestselling author of
Five Wishes, demonstrates how to eliminate the
barriers to success by overcoming false fears and
beliefs. Fans of Wayne Dyer, Eckhart Tolle,
Marianne Williamson, and The Secret will find useful,
effective tips for breaking down the walls to a better
life in The Big Leap."
Connecting with the Universe and Your Own
Deepest Desires Open a conversation with the world
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around you: We have the ability to be in open
communication with the Universe, the loving energy
behind all creation. But do we listen to what the
Universe has to say? Do we use our own voices to
speak back? Artist-photographer, popular radio host,
and blogger Melisa Caprio helps us enter into deep
conversation with the Universe through combining
creative visualization with the power of intention.
Identify the desires of your heart: Too often we are
so caught up in daily life that we don’t stop and ask
ourselves what we truly desire. While it is tempting to
stay in our comfort zone, our heart longs for more
than the mundane. It desires manifestation. Caprio is
here to foster that state of mindfulness and
spirituality through photography, postcard art, written
messages, and affirmations from others who are
living their greatest desires. Harness your own
spiritual power: Creators, mystics, artists, and
spiritualists will find representation and inspiration in
this book. Likewise, those who have been putting
their dreams on hold or who are dissatisfied with the
status quo will find this book to be a visual guide to
attaining the creativity they long for in their lives.
Each of us possesses the power to bend the ear of
the Universe and share what it is we want most.
Postcards to the Universe: Harness the Universe’s
Power and Manifest Your Dreams, a self-help book
designed to foster personal and spiritual
development, will help you: • Put mind over matter
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and pursue your deepest desires • Form an active
and poignant relationship with the Universe • Reach
your full potential and feel empowered to live an
inspired and successful life If books such as The
Universe Has Your Back, Becoming Supernatural,
and Mind to Matter have spoken to you, then you’ll
love Melisa Caprio’s Postcards to the Universe.
The Universe Has Your Back: The Classic, Unique,
Colorful, Motivational Notebook is a beautifully
produced, glossy blank notebook, complete with 100
pages of lined white paper which is ideal for those
who want to write down their everyday goals,
thoughts that come to mind, book ideas or just
reminders. It is suitable for anyone and would make
the perfect gift for birthdays, anniversaries or
anything else Specifications: Cover Finish: Glossy
Dimensions: 6" x 9" (15.24 x 22.86 cm) Interior:
White Paper, Lined Pages: 100
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